Abstract
Introduction
The classification of leaf images is a crucial process in tea, cotton and other industries [1] . A successful leaf recognition methodology depends heavily on the particular choice of features to represent the leaf images. Centroid-contour distance curve (CCDC) carries much shape information, and many leaf image classification or retrieval systems adapt CCDC for feature extraction. In [2, 3] , normalized CCDC was extracted and a circular-shift comparing scheme was employed to measure the similarity. In [4] , features were extracted by applying Fourier descriptor to CCDC.
It is a widely-used method to combine the different sub-features into a new hybrid one in image retrieval and recognition [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Hybrid features usually take advantage of all the sub-features and carry important information of the pattern in different aspects. Generally, hybrid features perform better than one single type of feature. However, in the existing literatures about hybrid features, the importance degrees of sub-features are often ignored by assigning the weights in an ad-hoc fashion [3] [4] [5] . Actually, the weights are critical to classification problem because choosing the weights implies defining the feature space. The performance of the learning system would be affected significantly if the weights are not assigned properly. Researchers have proposed some approaches to select the weights in general pattern recognition field. Su and Hsiao introduced Multiclass Mahalanobis-Taguchi System (MMTS) to identify important features [6] . But a Gram-Schmidt process was needed in MMTS, which might cause a heavy computational load. Bouguila suggested a probabilistic approach to assigning relevance weights to features [7] . But this method was proposed only for unsupervised leaning.
Support vector machine (SVM) is a powerful method in statistical machine learning that has been successfully applied to a large amount of image classification problems [8] . Kernel trick extends linear SVM to a nonlinear version which is more practical in real applications. But, it remains challenging to choose proper parameters for SVM kernel [9] . In [11] , a generalized grid search for SVM parameters was developed based on inter-cluster distance in the feature space. However, this method only achieved a sub-optimal solution because the grid search scheme was used. In [12] , Wang and Chan concentrated on how to select kernel parameters by using class separability measure.
In this paper, a new type of adaptive hybrid features (AHFs) is applied to SVM. The weights are adaptively obtained by solving an optimization problem by maximizing the discriminability of features. Experimental results of leaf image classification show that SVMs with AHFs outperforms those with traditional ones in test accuracy.
Preliminaries
In this subsection, we introduce SVM [8] and hybrid feature [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] 
The mapping ( )  is often not explicitly given. Instead, a kernel function is incorporated to compute the inner product value of the transformed data in H , that is ( , ) ( ) ( )
Here we use Gaussian kernel function. Thus, the kernel function is
, where x and z are two dimensional n  input vectors, and  is the variance.
Adaptive Hybrid Feature (AHF)
Generally, a hybrid feature vector takes the form is critical to the form of hybrid feature in (4) .
In this paper, we propose a novel method to select Λ adaptively as illustrated in Figure. 1. We regard the linear classification problem in the space induced by SVM kernel as a clustering problem with labeled data. To maximize the separability of the training data, we need to enhance the dispersion inter D between the clusters with different labels and also improve the denseness inner D within each cluster [10] . The weight vector Λ and SVM parameter  will be obtained by maximizing the ratio inter inner D D
. The detail process is explained in the following. Given nonlinear mapping  and two input data ,
, the square of the distance between their counterparts in H induced by  is
The distance between two clusters with different labels can be measured by the sum of the differences between all data pair with different labels. According to (5) , the distance between two clusters can be formulated as 
The variance within each cluster can be computed as
To simplify the computation, let 
for any 1, , j n   . One can readily obtain each j  by solving (10) using Matlab software. The algorithm for leaf image classification is described as below:
Step1: Given leaf image samples ,
, we construct normalized sub-feature vectors
by n feature extraction methods. In the experiments below, CCDC based feature extraction methods are used;
Step 2: Given kernel ( , ) K with unknown parameter  , the equation set (10) is solved to obtain j    ;
Step 3: According to the obtained 's j  , the AHFs are built as (4) . Assign them to the input layer of a nonlinear SVM, and train it using traditional training algorithm. Note that the weight is inexplicitly obtained in Step 2. In practice, it will not affect the implementation of SVM algorithm. This algorithm is for binary classification. For multiclass case, one-verse-one and one-verse-all techniques [14] can be used to convert the problem into several binary classifications and deal with them using our algorithm. 
Experiments
To validate the proposed feature extraction method, we have taken 1000 leaf samples corresponding to 20 classes of plants from web resource [13] . Each class includes 50 leaf samples with pure background. The representations of all classes are shown in Figure. 
Feature extraction for leaf images
In this experiment, CCDC based shape feature extraction methods were applied in leaf image classification system. The CCDC is the distance from the center to the contour of the leaf image. Since the leaf images are at random direction and of different size during the photographic process, the alignment preprocessing is required. We aligned the CCDC by putting the maximum value in the middle of the curve. Several examples with their images and CCDC are shown in Figure. 
Binary classification
To validate the new AHFs, binary classifications for leaves images were conducted in this experiment. In trial n, we set Class (2n-1) and Class 2n ( was conducted to compare with our new AHF. For the SVM with equally weighted feature and single feature, the parameter  was determined by leave-one-out (LOO) cross-validation method [8] . LOO error rates for both methods were recorded to evaluate the generalization ability of SVM. The averaged LOO error rate for the ten classification problems are shown in Table. 1. The experimental results in Table. 1 indicate that SVM with the new AHFs performs significantly better than those with only one feature or with equally weighted hybrid features. Also, SVM with only color feature performs badly and the corresponding accuracy is close to random guessing probability.
Besides, One also can find that hybrid feature with equal weights perform worse than a good shape feature. Therefore, hybrid features are not necessary better than one if the weights are not assigned with a proper value.
In the binary classification, we found the solution of (10) always contained much smaller weights for color features than those of shape features. In other words, for all the experiments, the optimal solution of (10) Table. 2.
Because the weights indicate the importance degree of the feature in classifier building, one can safely draw a conclusion, according to the obtained weights, that the shape feature is much more reliable than color in leaf image classification problem. This conclusion matches exactly the common sense in leaf image classification or retrieval field. Further, note that the weights are obtained before SVM training. Therefore, one is capable to judge the importance degree of each kind of feature even before the classifier training. Our approach is also very promising in feature selection field by ranking the features on basis of their weights. 
Multi-class classification
Two ten-categorical classifications are implemented for (Class 1, Class 2 … Class 10) and (Class 11, Class 12…, Class 20). Two-class SVM is generalized to multi-class one by using of one-verse-rest algorithm [14] . Table. 3 lists the averaged LOO error rates for all the methods. The results also indicate our new AHFs are suitable for the multi-class classification problem. It is shown that AHFs outperforms traditional features significantly. Besides, we decreased the size training samples, and it was indicated that the results of AHFs based method are quite stable when the size of training samples are decreased by less than 10%. 
Conclusions
In this paper, a new type of adaptive hybrid features is applied to SVM for classifying leaf images. By using kernel trick, this new method adaptively tunes the weights. Experimental results indicate that the new hybrid features improve the performances of SVM significantly. It is also found that hybrid features do not necessarily perform better than a single feature unless the weights are assigned properly.
Our future work will focus on applying this new method to plant identification and texture classification [15, 16] .
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